FRANCE-PROVENCE
September 21 -28, 2019

NATURAL HORSEMANSHIP
with

Frederic Pignon & Magali Delgado

An Unforgettable, Magical Experience !
Frédéric—a specialist in liberty and ground work—and Magali—a very talented
dressage rider at the Grand Prix level—combine eﬀorts and share the secrets of the
breathtaking relationships they have cultivated over the course of their lives with
horses.

Growing up among horses
Frédéric Pignon grew up in a family with a passion for horses. As a
child, he would get near the horse’s head so he could hear its
thoughts. A native of Normandy, France, Frédéric inherited a deep love
for horses from his father. On their Sunday outings, he and his father
often attended horse fairs, both of them fascinated by the manes
flowing in the wind. This childhood surrounded by animals helped him
develop a relationship based on respect and communication with
horses.
When he began frequenting the equestrian world, he was surprised to
observe how much the methods used by riders were based on dominance of the animal. One
day, Frédéric attended a show where the main star was Perdigon, the legendary horse of the
Delgado family. He was won over not only by the Delgado method, which advocates a
respectful approach to the horse, but also by Magali, the beautiful rider to whom the horse
belonged. Driven by a shared passion, the couple explored new artistic grounds in their
equestrian acts, always through respect and understanding of their magnificent Lusitano
horses.

Getting people to dream
When he performs with his majestic stallions, Frederic gets people to
dream. An artist known throughout North America and Europe for his
involvement in the shows Cheval Passion, Cavalia and numerous
others, Frédéric shares his vision of horses with Magali, his partner on
stage and in life.
For Frédéric, communicating with a horse involves a very strong desire
to understand it. The approach he uses, based on gentleness and
patience, helps him establish a genuine bond with his horses. The
resulting connection is such that the horses give the impression of
wanting to please him.

The Program
Saturday Sept. 21 - Meet up early afternoon at Avignon TGV train station (time to be
determined on train arrival time) and transfer to the Delgado Stud Farm (a 30mn drive) where
Frederic and Magali will welcome us.
After settling into our charming on site accommodation, Frederic and Magali will introduce us
to the stud facilities and go over the program they have specially arranged for us.
Over the course of the next week we will be immersed into a unique horsemanship program
that goes beyond technique and enters the realm of the mind, body and spirit of connection
with the horse.
The retreat consists in:
• Daily private sessions with Frederic on the ground (Freedom/liberty work to foster a more
equal relationship based on trust and respect, in which horse and man learn from each other).

• Daily Riding Sessions with Magali (Dressage on her beautiful stallions and how to apply the
above rules to attain a stress free performance).

Schedule

Getting there

Day 1 - Arrival - settle in and evening welcome dinner
Day 2 - Training with horses
Day 3 - Training with horses
Day 4 - Day of integration and sightseeing
Day 5 - Training with horses
Day 6 - Training with horses
Day 7 - Final day of training, demonstrations, evening
celebration
Day 8 - Departure day - transfer to Avignon TGV train station

From the US, direct flights
into Paris CDG airport with
connection to a non-stop
fast train (TGV) to Avignon
(3 hrs ride approx.).
The train station is located
within CDG airport a few
minutes walk from each
terminal. AF & Sky Team
partners include the train
fare with your ticket.
Also possible to connect to
a flight to Marseille, an hour
taxi drive from the Delgado
stud.
Check schedules with
Christine before purchasing
ticket.

Accommodation
Charming en-suite guest rooms at the Delgado Stud Farm’s
”Templado B&B”.
Full Board, inclusive of all meals and drinks. You will enjoy
delicious organic ‘French” home cooking and pleasing local
wines - gluten free diet available on demand.

When I added a 2-days training session with Fred and Magali (3-nights) to my Cevennnes-Camargue
ride in 2018, I knew it would very special, but I never imagined it would have such an impact on my life.
It was such a privilege and pure joy from start to finish. I entered a world of pure happiness!
I had to return and share with ‘you’ the magic dispensed by Fred and Magali, two of the most
exceptional and rare human beings I have ever met. Christine

COST
September 21-28 (7 nights - 8 participants max): €5,250.00 p/person * on sharing basis
Single supplement: €360.00
Includes: All activities and training sessions with Frederic and on Magali’s spectacular Lusitano stallons/ geldings; full board, drinks, motorized daily transfer between the stud farm and the training
facility; set-time arrival and departure road transfers from/to Avignon TGV train station, and local
sightseeing. Does not include transfers from / to Marseille airport (1hr taxi drive to the stud farm).
(* )The US dollar amount will be calculated at the time of settlement due to currency fluctuations.
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